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How does Complexity Arise in Evolution �

Nature�s recipes for mastering scarcity� abundance� and

unpredictability�

BY PETER SCHUSTER

Information in biology has a quality that distinguishes it from information in

chemistry and physics� It comes in encoded form and it is processed in a way

that is closely related to information technology and computer science� Biological

information is essentially stored in genotypes and transferred to future genera�

tion through inheritance� and less directly through epigenetic processes� Cellular

metabolism is interpreted straighforwardly as information processing� Information

is closely related to complexity� more complex things require more information to

build and to operate� Any comprehensive understanding of biological phenomena

requires an interpretation in evolutionary terms� as Theodosius Dobzhansky ���

pointed out in his famous phrase� 	Nothing in biology makes sense except in the

light of evolution
� Understanding the complexity of biological systems is thus

always incomplete if nothing is known about its origin�

It is commonplace to state that complexity has increased in the evolution

of the biosphere� Human societies after all are indisputably more complex than

animal societies� Animals� plants� and fungi� being multicellular organisms� are

more complex than single cells� Eukaryotic cells are more complex than prokary�

otic cells� and a cell is more complex than a bag of biopolymer molecules� At the

same time the e�ective biological information� understood as genetic and epige�

netic information� increases as the phenotypes become more complex in the above

mentioned series from polynucleotide molecules to man� Information and com�

plexity� however� do not seem to have gradually increased during the history of
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life on earth� Palaeontologists have discovered rather large and abrupt jumps in

structural and functional complexity in the fossil record�

Irrespective of this evidence� increasing complexity in evolution is extremely

hard to explain and very dicult to model� particularly since it apparently occurs

on relatively short time scales� Progress in understanding the major complexity

boosts is very slow� a model presented more than ten years ago ���� is hardly

di�erent from one that was recently proclaimed by Szathm�ary and Maynard Smith

���� ���� Their recent summary of the state of the art in understanding the major

evolutionary transitions attempts to list the various biological data� Here we will

be concerned with conceptual aspects of the origin of complexity�

Complexity has di�erent aspects� For example� in ��� Brian Arthur measures

it as ecological diversity� in the sense that an ecosystem with more species form�

ing elaborated foodwebs and occupying sophisticated niches is more complex than

an ecosystem with only few species� There is also the notion that complexity of

construction makes simple things more complex in order to make them ful�l ad�

ditional constraints �high performance� usability under extreme conditions� safety�

etc��� The idea of internal complexity in the sense of �logical� depth ��� has also

been proposed�

A major aspect of biological complextity is indeed related to logical depth

but its roots can be traced more precisely� One might also call it hierarchical

complexity� as it originates from integrating collections of objects of one level to

entities of the next higher hierarchical level� Genes are combined and intergrated

in chromosomes� several prokaryotic cells are united in a eukaryotic cell� cells are

combined in multicellular organisms and organized in tissues� solitary individuals

are united in societies� and there may have been other events of uni�cation as well�

Such uni�cation events correspond to the large jumps in evolution� We shall come

back to them later�
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Evolutionary Dynamics

Figure �� Evolutionary dynamics� The dynamics of evolution is partitioned into

three simpler processes� �i� population dynamics� �ii� population support dynamics�

and �iii� genotype�phenotype mapping� Increase in the complexity of life is con�ned

to �iii�� genotypes represented by RNA or DNA in genomes became longer and gave

rise to more complex phenotypes during evolution� Major evolutionary transitions are

characterized by radical innovations and large jumps in complexity�
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EVOLUTIONARY DYNAMICS

Biological evolution is a highly sophisticated dynamical phenomenon� and its com�

plexity is often confusing� It can be understood and modeled more easily if it is par�

titioned into three simpler processes ����� each of them highlighting one particular

aspect of evolution �Figure ��� These three processes are genotype�phenotype�

mapping� population dynamics and �population� support dynamics� They

are properly described in three di�erent abstract spaces� a space of population

variables called concentration space� a space of all �possible� genotypes called

sequence space� and a space of all possible phenotypes called shape space �In

choosing this notion we refer to simple systems like molecules or viruses since

various dynamical aspects including behavior are also part of the phenotypes of

complex organisms��

Chemists and population geneticists are also familiar with concentration

space� It is the space in which kinetics of chemical reaction or changes in popula�

tions take place� The variables count numbers of particles � for example molecules�

virus particles� cells or organisms � and display their changes over time� Concentra�

tion space is restricted to the classes of genotypes actually present� When a mutant

is produced� a new variable appears in concentration space� when a variant dies

out� the corresponding variable disappears� The number of variables matches the

number of currently existing genotype classes� The variables count the number of

individuals of actually present genotype classes� The dynamics of real populations

may be simple� like a monotonous approach towards a steady state� Optimization

based on Darwin�s principle of variation and 	survival of the �ttest
� serves to

illustrate such a process� It can be thought of as a walker climbing uphill on a

�rugged� �tness landscape ���� ���� Depending on the mechanism of reproduc�

tion and the nature of interactions between individuals� population dynamics may

be as complex as spatio�temporal chaos� If one focusses on replicator dynamics

���� oscillations of concentrations ���� deterministic chaos ����� and spiral waves
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��� have all been reported� Is the population dynamics of human societies more

complex than that of viruses� Certainly not� We need only recall chemistry� the

Belousov�Zhabotinskii reaction exhibits all complex phenomena that are known

from low�dimensional� nonlinear systems�

Sequence space is an impressive manifestation of the overwhelming diversity

of possible genotypes� It is a result of the combinatorial building principle of

nucleic acid molecules �Figure ��� Evolution in the entire time span from the

origin of life to the present �or to the end of terrestrial life� as this would not

make any recognizable di�erence� can explore only a negligibly small fraction of

this hyperastronomically�large universe of potential biological information carri�

ers� Considering this wealth of genetic coding possibilities� biological evolution is

already a kind of open�ended process at the purely genetic level� Distances in se�

quence space are expressed in terms of elementary changes in genotypes during the

course of evolution� These elementary changes are mutations and recombination

events� Mutations come in three di�erent types� point mutations or single base

exchanges� insertions and deletions� In recombination two genotypes are split and

joined in such a way that the new nucleic acid molecules contain one part of each

parental molecule� The conventional representation of sequence space distance

is the so�called Hamming distance� in which the distance between two genotypes

is measured by the minimum number of point mutations needed to convert the

genotypes into each other� Other genetic operations� such as recombination� bridge

large distances in sequence space�

Support dynamics is about successful genetic operations� as it describes how

populations change on their voyages through sequence space� Does support dy�

namics become more complex during evolution� To answer this question is some�

what trickier than in the case of population dynamics� Is the sequence space of

multicellular organisms more complex than that of viruses� It is certainly larger�
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Figure �� Sequence space� Sequences are represented by points in sequence space�

Edges connect sequences of Hamming distance one� i�e�� sequences that di	er in a single

position only� The index of the error class counts the Hamming distance from the

reference sequence� The upper part shows the sequence space of GC�only sequences

of chain length n��� It has the form of a cube in ordinary three�dimensional space�

In general� the sequence spaces of binary sequences are hypercubes of dimension n�

The lower part contains the sequence space of natural �AUGC� sequences of chain

length n��� Note� that every base can be replaced by three other bases� for example�

A�U� A�G� and A�C� The di	erent replacements are color coded in the sketch

shown above� Edges are only shown for the error classes 
 and � �since the network

of all connections is too sophisticated to be shown for the higher error classes��
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Longer genomes� after all� have the combinatorial capacity for many more geno�

types� thus� higher organisms explore a much smaller fraction of their sequence

spaces� On the other hand� the areas actually populated are a negligible part of

entire sequence space in all natural examples from viroids to man� The di�erence

in support dynamics between prokaryotes and higher organisms thus boils down

to haploidy versus diploidy and� in the latter case� to obligatory recombination�

It appears correct to claim that support dynamics� just as population dynamics�

has not become more complex during the course of evolution and one is doomed

to failure if looking for the origin of complexity there�

Finally� shape space is the space of all phenotypes that are formed by pro�

cessing genotypes in a given context� Like sequence space� it is a metric space�

But the de�nition of a meaningful distance in shape space is an elaborate task

requiring information on properties or functions of interest� Distances between

RNA secondary structures have been de�ned that deal with formal interconver�

sions of trees or other symbolic notations into each other ���� ��� ���� A �trivial

but evolutionarily highly relevant� distance is the di�erence in �tness between

two phenotypes� Another appropriate measure of distance between two shapes

might involve the average time it takes to reach a shape from the other one via an

evolutionary process �����

Figure � shows the existence of a cyclic relation between the three highlighted

aspects of evolution� The genotype�phenotype mapping unfolds the properties of

phenotypes� thus providing the parameters entering the kinetic equations of pop�

ulation dynamics� Population dynamics determine whether genotypes proliferate�

stay at constant frequencies or decline and eventually go extinct� In this way

population dynamics creates the input for support dynamics describing the devel�

opment of populations at a higher �and coarse�grained� level� support dynamics

provide a recording of genotypes that go extinct and register the newly�appearing

genotypes� Thus� support dynamics does the accounting at the level of genotypes�
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and records the motion of entire populations� Support dynamics predicts the re�

gions of sequence space into which populations migrate� and provides the input

for the genotype�phenotype mapping thereby closing the cycle�

GENOTYPES AND PHENOTYPES

The view of evolutionary dynamics presented in Figure � allows us to focus on

relations between genotypes and phenotypes in order to answer questions about

the origin of natural complexity� Indeed� the objects and not the dynamics of

evolution become more sophisticated in the course of the history of life� The

way complexity increased becomes apparent when we recall the building plans

and properties of living organisms� As mentioned earlier more complex things

are made by integrating several �previously independent and already optimized�

units into a larger entity by leaving unchanged as many details as possible� Hence�

the smaller units retain some autonomy� For example� let us consider cellular

metabolism�

Metabolism was invented in the early days of pre�prokaryotic life and was

optimized so as to exploit a great variety of energy sources� The present day cells of

highly developed organsisms make use of essentially the same metabolic machinery�

Otherwise it would be impossible to express human genes in bacteria and genetic

engineering could not work� Phenotypes span the entire �eld of complexity as they

comprise polynucleotide molecules� viroids� virus particles� bacterial cells� protist

cells� fungi� plants� animals� animal societies� and eventually humans� In the

future� any scholarly study of biological complexity and its origin will have to deal

with structures� properties and functions of phenotypes� and must be concerned

with genotype�phenotype mappings�

At present� realistic modeling of relations between genotypes and phenotypes

is con�ned to the evolution of RNA molecules in the test tube� Simpli�ed ver�

sions of RNA phenotypes� the so�called secondary structures� have been analysed
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Figure �� Connectivity in neutral networks� A neutral network is a set in sequence

space that contains all sequences folding into a given structure� These sequences form

the nodes of a graph that is derived from the set by connecting all nodes corresponding

to pairs of sequences with Hamming distance one� A neutral network consists of many

components if the average fraction of neutral neighbours of the respective structure in

sequence space ��� is below a threshold value ��cr�� Random graph theory predicts in

this case that the network consists of one giant component and many smaller ones �A�

for the purpose of illustration the sequence space is represented by a two�dimensional

grid�� If � exceeds the threshold value �B� the network is connected and spans the

entire sequence space�

in great detail ���� ��� ��� ���� The mapping of RNA genotypes into pheno�

types has been found to be highly redundant� Many sequences form the same

secondary structure and give rise to a high degree of neutrality in sequence space�

In addition� these neutral sequences� i�e�� sequences forming the same �common�

secondary structure� are distributed almost randomly in sequence space� System�

atic investigations have led to the formulation of two concepts that are highly

relevant for understanding evolutionary processes ����� These are the existence of

neutral networks spanning the whole sequence space �Figure ��� and shape�

space covering by a small section of sequence space �Figure ��� In order to �nd

a given �common� structure one need only screen a spherical environment around
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Sequence Space Shape Space

Figure �� Shape space covering� Only a �relatively small� spherical environment

around any arbitrarily chosen reference sequence has to be searched in order to �nd

RNA sequences for every �common� secondary structure� In the sketch shown above

points in sequence space �corresponding to sequences� are connected by straight lines

with the secondary structures they form�

an arbitrarily chosen reference sequence that is much smaller than the entire se�

quence space� In fact� these properties of RNA sequence�to�structure mappings

are changing the conventional view of optimization as they make evolutionary

searching processes much easier than previously believed� The same is true for in

vitro evolution applied to biotechnology �����

DARWINIAN DYNAMICS

The conventional Darwinian view sees evolutionary optimization as hill�climbing

on a �tness landscape� These landscapes are built upon sequence space by as�

signing a numerical ��tness� value to every genotype� Recent developments focus

on their mathematical characterization and statistical analysis �For reviews see

���� ����� The primary active products derived from the genomes are biopolymers�

RNA molecules and proteins� From biophysics we know that point mutations

�single nucleotide exchanges in DNA� may have all kinds of e�ects ranging from
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drastic changes in properties and functions to no change at all� Translated to

�tness values� this would imply that in the neighborhood of a typical genotype

we shall �nd genotypes of lower and higher �tness� as well as genotypes having

essentially the same �tness and hence being selectively neutral�

Fitness landscapes are higly complex and rather bizarre objects with many

local optima of greatly varying height� Darwinian evolution on such rugged �tness

landscapes has to solve a tantalizing problem� going uphill soon ends in some

minor peak� so optimization by �strictly� adaptive walks is doomed to end at

�very� low improvements� The previously mentioned results on the properties of

RNA�folding landscapes show a way out of this �local� optimization dilemma�

Neutral sequences form extended networks in sequence space ���� and facili�

tate optimization through adaptive walks �Figure ��� In the absence of more �t

genotypes a population drifts in random�walk�like manner on the network and ex�

amines its current neighborhood for new genotypes of higher �tness ����� Whenever

the population arrives at a point that allows a transition to the neutral network

of �tter variants� it will jump from the current network to the one with higher

�tness� If the networks extend over suciently large areas in sequence space the

populations will also be able to reach distant �tness peaks� Optimization follows

a combined mechanism ����� adaptive walks leading to minor peaks are supple�

mented by random drift along networks that enable populations to escape from

evolutionary traps� thus allowing them to migrate to areas of higher �tness values�

In this fashion� the global �tness optimum may eventually be reached�

Evolution following Darwin�s principle on a �tness landscape� no matter

whether or not it occurs via neutral networks� performs a search for the best

suited forms within a given class� Optimization will make molecules� cells� organ�

isms or societies more ecient� They become better at exploiting the available

resources and they will increase �tness since they can a�ord to have more progeny

with the same amount of resources� Thus Darwin�s principle is nature�s recipe
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Figure �� Evolutionary optimization in sequence space through adaptive walks of

populations� Adaptive walks allow to choose the next step arbitrarily from all direc�

tions where �tness is �locally� non�decreasing� Populations can bridge over narrow

valleys with widths of a few point mutations� In absence of selective neutrality �up�

per part� they are� however� unable to span longer Hamming distances and thus will

approach only the next major �tness peak� Populations on rugged landscapes with

extended neutral networks evolve by a combination of adaptive walks and random

drift at constant �tness along the network �lower part�� Eventually� populations reach

the global maximum of the �tness landscape�
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to deal with limited supplies� Optimization� however� does not lead to radical

innovation� Going into the development of unknown properties and functions is

too risky in times of scarcity� and those who make such attempts are not likely to

survive� Darwinian evolution will not be able to generate the major transitions

and jumps in complexity that we initially addressed�

An engineer is always tempted to design new versions of machinery from

scratch as this allows him to avoid all errors previously made� If a machine gets

more and more complex� design from scratch becomes too expensive and even

human engineers cannot escape the need to retain older versions and build upon

them� The development of computer operating systems serves as a good example�

the well�known dos being an extreme case of add�on design� To control disks is

one of its least important tasks nowadays� The build�upon�latest�version principle

has been characterized as 	tinkering
 by the French biologist Fran�cois Jacob �����

Nature is the most ecient known tinkerer and therefore also makes a mistake

every now and then� A famous example is our vertebrate eye� where the nerve

comes out on the wrong side of the retina� a mistake that was not made in the

design of insect and cephalopode eyes� which originate from the same �primitive�

genetic photosensoric system ����� as those of vertebrates� To make the point

clear� I think there is nothing wrong with tinkering� On the contrary� it turns

out that ingenious tinkering does indeed represent a building principle that is

superior to the fully rational approach if you have to design for the unknown�

Biological evolution is� after all� an excursion into an unknown future� The tinkerer

is �exible and ready to change strategies if need be� Examples from nature could

be ennumerated endlessly� Let me mention just one� the phylogenetic history of

the human body plan from �sh via amphibia to mammals walking on four legs

and �nally to the two�legged human construction� One principle of design that is

especially well suited for tinkering uses modular construction� an enormous variety
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of di�erent things can be assembled from a few modules � if one uses only the right

set �Anyone who doubts this point should take a rest and play with lego��

A modular building principle of biopolymers has been suggested by Walter

Gilbert ��� ��� in his exon shu�ing approach to protein design� A limited number

of modules� say between ten and some hundred thousand� have been postulated

that are thought to represent elementary folding units of polypeptide chains into

stable structures� The coding sequences of these units are assumed to correspond

to the �primordial and� in some cases� present day� exons� which have been opti�

mized initially to yield stable structures and simple catalysts� These elementary

structural units were then combined through exon shu ing to form the proteins

of present�day shapes and sizes� Modular construction is indeed found almost ev�

erywhere in nature� In the case of higher hierachical units� it is easy if not trivial�

to recognize the modules� the cells in colonies and multicellular organisms or the

individuals in animal and human societies� The �exibility provided by modular

construction and the build�upon�latest�version strategy seems to be nature�s way

of coping with the unpredictable�

INNOVATION IN BIOLOGY

Lastly� we are left with the problem of radical innovation� The mechanism of evo�

lution is built upon chemical kinetics of replication and mutation ��� ��� Various

scenarios have been derived by applying di�erent types of replication� Indepen�

dent replication led to Darwinian behavior based on competition and resulted in

the concept of the molecular quasispecies ��� ��� If replicating molecules become

mutually dependent on each other� population dynamics changes and individuals

in populations no longer compete� In the simplest case of cyclic catalytic coupling�

they form a hypercycle that represents the simplest way of suppressing competi�

tion in the sense of molecular symbiosis ���� The hypercycle scenario is indeed a

good candidate for a mechanism leading to radical innovation ����� Motivated by
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Figure �� A simple model for the formation of higher hierarchical units� Major jumps

in biological evolution are �often� accompanied by the formation of new units that

integrate previous competitors into a larger composite entity �see text and ����� In�

dependent competitors �Stage I� are integrated by hypercycle�like catalytic couplings

into a functional unit that is endangered by exploitation through parasites �Stage

III�� A new unit of selection is created by the fomation of boundaries separating the

cooperating partners from the rest of the world �Stage IV�� In this way the system

is protected against straightforward parasitic exploitation� Further integration� for

example by ligation of previously indepedent genetic information carriers into a single

genome� variation through mutation and selection brings Darwinian evolution back to

the system� now occurring on the level of the new �higher hierarchical� units�
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the integrating capacities of hypercycles we proposed a model for innovation in

evolution more than twelve years ago ���� ���� It is based on the kinetic equations

of replication and can be best characterized as a symbiontic mechanism� The

transition to the next higher hierarchical level occurs in �ve steps �Figure ���

��� Independent replicators compete for resources� showing Darwinian evolution�

and optimize their own individual bene�ts�

��� Mutual dependence of reproductive success reduces and eventually eliminates

competition between di�erent replicators� These replicators might� for exam�

ple� be members of the same quasispecies�

��� Dynamical coupling of reproduction within a group of replicators causes them

to grow together and to form a functional unit that integrates the di�erent

functions of several phenotypes�

��� Spatial or other forms of integration join the replicators and create a new

unit of selection at the next hierarchical level�

��� Integration creates a new class of individuals that evolve as autonomous units

by a Darwinian mutation and selection mechanism� Eventually� the genotypes

of the initially independent replicators become joined and form a single� large

genome�

This model is able to create complex systems of a hierarchical nature� An essential

feature of systems produced by the model as well as by natural systems is a

rather high degree of autonomy of the lower level subunits� In terms of our initial

model of evolutionary dynamics� complexity increases in the genotype�phenotype

mapping since the new genotype is much longer and the new phenotype has many

more functions than its smaller precursors� The best example of the symbiotic

mechanism of integration is the eukaryotic cell� Most biologists nowadays think

that it is composed of previously independent cellular units� the pre�eukaryote�

the pre�mitochondrion� and in case of plant cells� the pre�chloroplast� a �close�

relative to present day cyanobacteria� The cell organelles seem to be the last
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phase of step ���� Most of the previous mitochondrial genes� for example� have

been transferred to the cellular nucleus with a few remaining with the organelle

and thereby providing a basis for a partial autonomy of the mitochondrion�

As long as the new and larger units have not been individualized by introduc�

ing �physical or communicational� barriers that allow members and non�members

of the organization to be distinguished� they are subject to exploitation by para�

sites� Parasites are individuals �usually� but not necessarily� from the lower hierar�

chical level� that take advantage of the novel functions of the community without

contributing to common resources� Such barriers are well known in nature� cell

membranes� cell walls� animal skins� the barks of trees� as well as signals and

languages that are only understood by the members of a �animal� society� The

question then is how competitors can be forced to stay away from parasitic ex�

ploitation of common resources� and thus avoid the 	tragedy of the commons


����� Who is going to pay the costs for good behavior� An answer might be that

integration occurs primarily when resources are abundant and cheap� Then the

extra costs for not competing would be small and could be overcompensated by

even minor bene�ts for being cooperative�

Taken as given that modular design has determined progress in evolution from

the very �rst days� we can visualize a rather simple genetic mechanism for making

simple things more complex� gene and genome duplication� A replication error

known as insertion causes a piece of DNA to be copied twice� The cost problem

becomes even more evident when we consider this gene duplication as a mecha�

nism for creating a basis for innovation in evolution ����� Parts of the genome

are duplicated and the genes of the second set are free to develop novel functions

since they are not required for ordinary cellular life� This mechanism is a kind of

short�cut for the symbiontic mechanism� as it avoids the excursion into population

dynamics in step ��� and ���� Here the new variant with a larger genome has to
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outcompete the previously optimized smaller variant� Initial bene�ts from devel�

oping new functions will certainly be very small� The chances for survival of the

new variant are good� however� when resources are cheap� since the cost of having

a larger genome will be negligible� Precisely the same argument holds for the third

mechanism for becoming more complex� which consists in the development of a so�

matic cell line leading to cell di�erentiation and multicellular organisms ����� The

reduction in �tness caused by making cells that do not contribute to reproduction

will be small when the extra costs for additional cell divisions are low� in other

words� when resources are cheap�

Radical innovation leading to an increase of complexity in evolution thus re�

quires that �at least� two conditions are ful�lled� The internal structure of the

organism has to have an intrinsic capacity for making genotypes and their un�

folding more complex� molecules or cells have to be able to form catalytic or

symbiontic interactions �symbiontic mechanism�� genomes require a mechanism to

become longer �gene duplication mechanism�� cells must have a communication

system that allows mutual interaction �epigenetic mechanism�� Molecular biology

tells us that all these prerequisites are and presumably were ful�lled �long� before

the major evolutionary jumps occured� The second condition is an abundance

of resources� In times when resources are scarce� fuzzy optimization pays� The

variant that saves a little more in everyday life has more resources to spend on

reproduction and will thus have more progeny� Times of austerity� in my opinion�

are not the times of the great jumps in complexity� Major transitions in evolu�

tion occur only when energy or some other growth�determining resource are fairly

cheap� Then the extra costs for developing something new are low and the pio�

neering variants have a chance to develop their �tness improving functions under

low selective pressure�

Three temporal characteristics of terrestrial environments were mentioned in

the paper�s subtitle� scarcity and abundance of resources� as well as unpre�

dictability� In summary� we have argued that nature uses optimization to deal
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with scarcity� she takes advantage of abundance to create innovation� and her

recipe to master unpredictablity is tinkering and modular design�
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